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About This Game

Lost In Reefs: Antarctic – Complete Match3 Levels and Find a Lost Civilization!

Once upon a time, a powerful civilization where humans and dragons used to live together existed on Earth, and only the traces
of it might be found nowadays. It's all gone, only the ruins of the great city have been rested on the seabed close to Antarctic.
Although brave and adventurous people like you can find the great civilization and help the expedition looking for this ancient

city to achieve its goal.

Features:
- Multilevel with different field shapes, square and hexagonal!

- Engaging goal of reconstructing an ancient city!
- 10 quests based on real life

- Relaxing music and sound effects!
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quot;King 6 to all elements, you are clear to move in on the objective".

This game holds a special place in my heart as it was one of the first fps games I ever played back when it came in a box with
Armoured Fist 3. I played it to the point that even now, I can regurgitate most of the dialogue from the first mission in a
heartbeat.

Graphics wise, it's not very impressive. This also has the added effect of making it harder to see enemies, especially from a
distance, which can be a good thing and a bad thing, as it would make you more alert to the movement of pixels on your screen,
but also means you'll get shot from somewhere you had thought previously empty. Constant Vigilance, ehe.
Gameplay is fun. You can run and gun if you want to, but it's much more effective to take a position and fire from it, although
the A.I will eventually home in on you. Unless you want to take the wimp route and alter your health in the options, you'll only
be able to take two hits from any standard weapon the enemies have, so that would factor in to your alertness as well.

Perhaps it's nostalgiac factor is more appealing to me than it's actual content, but I still find myself playing it the odd time and
enjoying it. Whether anyone else enjoys it, I don't know.

TL;DR: Old Graphics, Decent Gameplay, Smart A.I, Nostalgiac.
Good craic.. Worms in planes. This is an okay Solitaire game. Gives you plenty of coins to use power ups. 103 levels to
complete the game, not very challenging so you can get though pretty quick.. Very charming and well detailed visual novel, I
really loved this game and can't wait for W Happiness :3. Good game. But a word of warning the steering is terrible. weather
effects and condensation fog thing r brilliant.. Basically Starscape is somewhat fun, and I played through it a long time before I
got it on steam, then I played half through and the past days I finished it. The game has nice mechanics, but it is repetitive. The
story could be interesting, but somehow isn't really in the end.

There are only 2 things which really bother me about it.
1: The resolution is limited to 800x600, which brings a lot of problems on newer hardware, and that resolution even bothered
me way back then.

2: There are achievements for finishing the game on Easy, Normal and Hard. As opposed to common sense, finishing hard does
not give the other 2 achievements as well, so you'd need 3 playthroughs to get all achievements, which is ridiculous.
If someone has endgame saves for easy and normal, please take a look at the discussion section of this game, it'd be cool to have
those 3 saves here so the achievements could be achieved properly.

So yeah, with those flaws and after all this time it's just not worth 10€ anymore. If it's ever on sale again you might consider
grabbing it if the points above don't put you off.. This isone of the most amazing VR trips :)

But unfortunately it's very short about 2h, for full price I think is too much, but for discount to 9.99 EUR for which I bought it it
was pefect.. Playing from day one...a big fan of Beat Hazards....LOVE IT so far! Takes some getting used to, and a LOT of
keeping your eyes open...but it's given me everything I want so far. I can't find the way to use my YouTube songs yet...but that's
on ME...lol LOVING IT. If you like the earlier Beat Hazards....GET THIS NOW! I do NOT know the developers...I'm simply a
fan of the game and really HAPPY :)
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Dont be fooled by the crazy logo! This is Really Fun to Play and it is also a professional feeling level\/scene designer! In a
couple hours I had a slick looking RPG dungeon scene. Started with animated Lava tiles, and eventually was placing little lamp
posts, a flying bat and quickly posed a warrior skeliton with 6 weapons stuck in him. I really hope a community gets behind this.

On your left hand you can pick various themes (i.e. Fallout, Fantasy, Modern, Pixel) then pick item classes (i.e. Landscape,
Creatures, Effects) and then you Snap Pieces into a small model world. The Zooom camera brings the scenes to life, a lot of
detail comes into each object the closer you get.

They have some beta features including the use of Tilt Brush to add more effects (didnt try yet) Also I was able to turn on Test
Level and it dropped a simple robot onto my level and I was running and jumping.

So thats the long winded way of saying thats it's a fantastic miniature level designer, still rough and ugly on edges but fantastic
for artists, role players and anyone wanting to escape and play with some toys in VR!. I do not recommend this game, no idea
how to get anything done or what anything does, tried the tutorial witch explains how to play witch maters not when i can't
figure out how to start a game.Very user unfriendly and saving & loading seems to be bugged, as when i saved my game i had
one familly set and when i loaded it was suddenly winter and the familly had switched to another one.. Really cool little
escaperoom. The story was very good, loved it.

The only thing that bummed me out was:

 I played it twice to make sure and there are no choices here. I totally get why, but it was still bumming me out as it at first
seemed like you could choose differently. 

Its totally free, so whats not to like here, definitely try it out.. the 2nd day of christmas this game wasent working anymore. (for
real). Puzzles and Zombies.. SWEET!. Love this feeling that actually you can move around the table (or rotate the table to be
more precise). Just imagine that you have this game with AR support and you can adjust your table in living room to a railroad
heaven.. Good, but not amazing, 7/10. Enjoyable and interesting, but it's basically designers talkig about good old times with a
bit of Atari/Activision history narrative. There's no dramatization. And scale of the story feels very narrow.
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